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ABSTRACT
Primary production (PP) of the Ross Sea Polynya (RSP) contributes a
significant proportion of the total PP of the Southern Ocean. As a result, the
photosynthetic activities of phytoplankton communities in the RSP play important
roles in the overall biochemical cycling of carbon and nutrients and structuring the
marine food-web. Environmental change, especially in light and iron regimes,
regulates variations in PP and affects the phytoplankton community dynamics.
Since individual phytoplankton species have unique nutrient requirements, the
limited resources impact these algal taxa in different ways. In this study, we used
metatranscriptomic analysis to examine how the algal taxa Fragilariopsis,
Thalassiosira, Pseudo-nitzschia, Micromonas, and Phaeocystis antarctica differ in
their acclimation to their shared environment during the bloom season in the RSP.
During the austral spring and summer of 2013-2014, the phytoplankton
communities in the RSP were iron limited across all sampling sites and exposed to
high-light conditions at some sampling sites. However, the acclimation of
individual algal taxa to these conditions was different. Niche partitioning between
the diatom group and the haptophyte Phaeocystis antarctica was detected.
Phaeocystis dominated at the greater depths (80-100m) and showed relatively low
abundances at the surface (average 8.9±5.8%). Pseudo-nitzschia showed optimal
niche adaptation among near the surface with a largest population size (average
relative abundance 32.0±18.0%) and increased genetic activity. The expression of
key-genes of Pseudo-nitzschia showed potential acclimation to limited iron and
cobalamin conditions. However, the expression levels of those genes were not only
controlled by the related environmental parameters, but also by a set of physical
and biochemical environmental factors. Our study is limited to examining the

interaction between the phytoplankton communities and the environments. The
potential effects of bacterial communities, viruses and predators should be
included to further the understanding of individual algal species’ niche adaptation
in the future. This study demonstrates that, although some environmental factors
control the overall bulk PP, those factors have variable effects on the individual
algal taxon. We also show the need to consider a combination of environmental
parameters to accurately predict shifts in phytoplankton community composition
within the context of long-term climate change.
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INTRODUCTION
As the level of CO2 in the atmosphere has steadily increased and recently
accelerated due to anthropogenic CO2 productions (7-9 Pg C yr-1), global
temperatures have risen with climate change (Arrigo et al., 2008; Bazzaz, 1990;
Long, 1991; Sarmiento et al., 1998; Takahashi et al., 2002). The Southern Ocean
(SO, South of 50 °S) consists of only 10% of the global ocean surface, but it
accounts for about 25 % of the oceanic uptake of atmospheric CO2 (Takahashi et
al., 2002, 2009). Thus, in this era, the SO has received more and more attention
because of its disproportionately high and constant total primary production (~2 Pg
C yr-1 with interannual variability of ±4%) (Arrigo et al., 2008; Le Quere et al.,
2007; Moore & Abbott, 2000; Schlitzer, 2002). The SO consists of only 10% of
the global ocean surface, but it accounts for about 25 % of the oceanic uptake of
atmospheric CO2 (Takahashi et al., 2002, 2009). In addition, the high biological
production in the SO plays a significant role in the biochemical cycles and the
biological pump process by accommodating fecal pellet formation and aggregation
of particulate organic carbon (Arrigo et al., 1999; Arrigo et al., 2000; Arrigo et al.,
2008; Asper & Smith, 1999; Moloney et al., 1992).
Most of the total primary production of the SO is contributed by intense
phytoplankton blooms of coastal polynyas in the Antarctic during the austral
spring and summer (Arrigo & van Dijken, 2003; Arrigo et al., 2015; Sullivan et al.,
1993). These polynyas are recurring areas of open water surrounded by pack ice
and continental shelves (Smith & Barber, 2007). After long, dark winter periods in
the Antarctic, the coastal polynyas provide oases to algal communities by
providing open water areas where light can penetrate and delivering nutrient
supplies from sea-ice melt water as well as the upwelling of deep water masses
2

(Arrigo & McClain, 1994; Arrigo & van Dijken, 2003; Comiso et al., 1993). As a
result, phytoplankton communities form intense blooms in these relatively fertile
coastal polynyas, and their growth and biomass accumulation are much greater
within polynyas than in other regions of the SO (Arrigo et al., 2000; Becquevort &
Smith, 2001; Gowing et al., 2001).
Among the coastal polynyas around the Antarctic, the Ross Sea Polynya
(RSP) is the largest coastal polynya (approximately 396,500 km2) with the highest
bulk primary production (~ 47.9 ± 11.6 Tg C yr-1) in the SO (Arrigo & van Dijken,
2003). The RSP has significant effects on regulating regional CO2 concentrations
in the atmosphere (Arrigo et al., 2008; Le Quere et al., 2007; Sarmiento et al.,
1998), controlling the local carbon cycling (Arrigo & McClain, 1994; Arrigo et al.,
2000; Asper & Smith, 1999; Becquevort & Smith, 2001; DiTullio & Smith, 1995;
Smith, 1995), and sustaining the local marine food-web (Giacomo R. DiTullio &
Smith, 1996; Sweeney et al., 2000).
The formation and durability of the coastal polynyas are related to the
combined action of latent heat, circumpolar deep water (CDW) (Fichefet & Goosse,
1999), and the strong katabatic wind (Bromwich, 1989; Bromwich & Kurtz, 1984).
In the RSP specifically, the notable polynya eventually develops in December at
the onset of the austral spring (Arrigo et al., 1999; Comiso et al., 1993; Smith &
Gordon, 1997). The phytoplankton communities develop their blooms in early
December supported by constantly improving environmental conditions (Arrigo &
McClain, 1994; El-Sayed et al., 1983) and, triggered by the seeding with sea-ice
algae, they follow on the heels of the ice-edge bloom (Smith & Nelson, 1986;
Wilson et al., 1986). The blooms continue for several weeks to months depending
on the environmental conditions and physiological properties of algal species in
3

the community (Arrigo et al., 1998; DiTullio et al., 2000; Smith et al., 2000).
These blooms will decrease and disappear in early March when the surface water
in the Ross Sea begins to refreeze.
The dynamic environmental conditions in the RSP cause spatial and temporal
variations in phytoplankton growth rates and biomass in the RSP (DiTullio &
Smith, 1996; Smith et al., 1996). The vertical stability of the upper water column
and the extremely low concentrations of dissolved iron (DFe) of ~ 0.1 nM in the
surface layer have been considered as the major factors that control the local bulk
primary production in the RSP (Arrigo et al., 2015; Bertrand et al., 2011; Gerringa
et al., 2015; Martin et al., 1990; Sedwick et al., 2000; Sverdrup, 1947; Zhu Z et al.,
2016). In addition, grazing by zooplankton (Deibel & Daly, 2007; Lancelot et al.,
1993), seeding by the sea ice algae (Asper & Smith, 1999; Smith & Nelson, 1985;
Smith & Nelson, 1986), and the light limitation due to sea ice cover or continental
shelf shading (Arrigo et al., 2000; Perovich, 1990; Smith & Gordon, 1997) may
also control the biological productivity of phytoplankton communities in the RSP.
Spatial and temporal variations in the composition of phytoplankton
communities in the RSP have been reported. These communities are typically
dominated by the haptophyte Phaeocystis antarctica during the spring and early
summer when the mixed layer in deep, and several diatom species (Pseudonitzschia, Fragilariopsis, Thalassiosira, Chaetoceros) become more abundant in
late summer and coincide with a shallower mixed layer depth (Delmont et al., (in
prep); Smith et al., 2000; Tremblay & Smith., 2007). Some studies have presented
that iron and light availability (Bertrand et al., 2011; Delmont et al., (in prep);
Sedwick et al., 2000; Sverdrup, 1947), water stratification (Rozema et al., 2016)
and temperature (Zhu Z et al., 2016) might be the major factors that control the
4

relative abundance of individual algal species in the RSP during the bloom periods.
However, few studies conducted in the RSP investigate how several different
species can co-occur in the same limited environmental conditions. Analysis of
ecological and physiological status of individual algal species would further our
understanding about algal species’ relative contributions to bulk primary
production in the RSP, in terms of co-existence and characterization of their niches.
It is also important for better predictions of changes in the phytoplankton
community structure in response to long-term environmental change.
The main objectives of this research were 1) to examine how individual algal
taxon (Fragilariopsis, Thalassiosira, Pseudo-nitzschia, Phaeocystis, and the
prasinophyte Micromonas) respond to their ambient environmental conditions and
2) to estimate the ecological properties of each algal taxon in the phytoplankton
community in the RSP. We employed a total of six metatranscriptomes collected
from six different stations in the RSP during the project: Phaeocystis antarctica
adaptive responses in the Antarctic ecosystem (Phantasic) onboard the R/V
Nathaniel B. Palmer during the austral spring and summer 2013-2014. Using
metatranscriptomic analyses, we report the effects of common environmental
conditions (e.g. physical parameters: temperature, salinity and light intensity) and
biochemical factors (dissolved inorganic macronutrients and dissolved iron) on the
genetic responses and potential metabolic acclimations of co-occurring individual
algal taxon.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sampling
Cruise NBP13-10 of the R/V Nathaniel B. Palmer explored the Ross Sea
Polynya (RSP) during the first research cruise of the Phantastic project in the
5

austral spring and summer period, from December 2013 to January 2014. Here, we
report on geochemical, biological and transcriptome data for surface layer (10 m
depth) samples from 6 stations (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6). These samples were taken
between December 24, 2013 and January 4, 2014 within the RSP (Fig. 1).
Samplings at station 1 and 2 were conducted at approximately 9:00 GMT and 1:00
GMT respectively. Samplings at the remainder of the stations were performed
around 18:45 GMT.
Hydrographic profiles (temperature, salinity and light irradiance) and water
samples for phytoplankton pigment analysis via high performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC) and plankton community composition analysis via
FlowCAM were obtained from each station by a conventional shipboard
conductivity-temperature-depth (CTD) sensor and 12 x 10L Niskin bottle rosette
sampler. Water samples for metatranscriptomic analysis, dissolved iron (DFe) and
major nutrient analyses (NO2/NO3, and PO4) were also collected from each station
using modified 12 L GO-FLO (Oceanics) samplers offered by the Royal NIOZ
(The Netherlands) which were attached to a Trace Metal Clean (TMC) frame
provided by the United States Antarctic Program.
Metatranscriptomic analyses
Water samples (4.0 – 8.0 L depending on the biomass) for
metatranscriptomic analysis were rapidly filtered onto 0.2 μm filters using a
vacuum pump, and the total filtration process took 30 minutes or less for each
sample. The six filters were flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 ˚C
prior to RNA extraction.
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RNA extraction, library preparation, and sequencing
Total RNA was extracted from each filter (total 6) using a modified
RNAprotect-Bacteria-Reagent-Handbook protocol 5 and 7 using the RNeasy Mini
kit (Qiagen). The volumes of i) the acid-washed glass beads (0.1 mm), ii) TE
buffer solution, and iii) RLT buffer solution were increased to optimize the yield of
total RNA on the cell lysis step; to 30 mg for the acid-washed glass beads (0.1mm),
to 300ul for TE buffer solution, and to 1050 µl for RLT buffer solution. Extracted
RNA was qualified and quantified spectrophotometrically with a Nanodrop
(Thermo Fisher) instrument; the acceptable purity ratio was defined as A260/A280
ratio of 2.0-2.3 and A260/A230 ratio of 1.8-2.2 (Desjardins & Conklin, 2010).
Polyadenylated messenger RNA (mRNA) from the extracted total RNA was
enriched using the MagJET mRNA Enrichment Kit (Thermo Scientific) following
the manufacturer’s standard protocol and mRNA was quantified using a Qubit®
fluorometer. RNA-Seq libraries were prepared using the ScriptSeq v2 RNA-Seq
Library Preparation Kit (Epicentre); cDNA was synthesized according to the
manufacturer’s official protocol, barcodes and Illumina adaptors were added to the
synthesized cDNA fragment ends, and the cDNA fragments were amplified over a
total 18 polymerase chain reaction (PCR) cycles. The six prepared RNA-Seq
libraries were qualified and quantified on HS DNA chips using the Agilent
Bioanalyzer 2100. The RNA-Seq libraries then were sized-selected using a Pippin
PrepTM electrophoresis platform and quantified by qPCR before sequencing. The
size-selected RNA-Seq libraries (average insert size: 225-287 bp) were subjected
to paired-end sequencing on the NextSeq Illumina platform with a MidThroughput Kit in the Keck sequencing facility at the Marine Biological
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Laboratory, Woods Hole, MA. Barcoding (from RNA-Seq library prep stage,
Epicentre) was used to identify the different samples during post-run analyses.
RNA-Seq data analysis
Based on the Phred quality scores generated during the sequencing run, the
raw reads were trimmed for the quality by Trimmomatic 0.36 (Bolger et al., 2014)
in the paired end mode with parameters AVGQUAL 30 and CROP 134.
Reference-based assembly was performed using Bowtie2 (Langmead & Salzberg,
2012); quality filtered reads of each metatranscriptome were mapped against the
Fragillariopsis, Pseudo-nitzschia, Thalassiosira, Micromonas whole genomes and
Phaeocystis transcriptome as the reference genomes. Fragillariopsis cylindrus
CCMP1102 (Mock et al., 2017), Thalassiosira oceanica (Lommer et al., 2012),
and Micromonas sp. ASP10-01a (BioProject: PRJNA276743) whole genomes
were obtained from NCBI genome database, and Pseudo-nitzschia antarctica
genome, and P. antarctica strain CCMP 1374 (Delmont et al., under submission)
transcriptome were provided from previous studies in our group. TPM (transcripts
per million) were calculated with the counts of mapped reads to normalize the
overall alignments for different genome lengths and the library sizes.

The visualization of distributions of reads on the reference genomes was
performed with Anvi’o (Eren et al., 2015). ORFs of each reference genomes were
predicted with prodigal (Hyatt et al., 2010) and predicted ORFs were transformed
8

to protein sequences and they were functionally annotated using COGs database
(Tatusov et al., 2000) with Blastp e-value threshold 1e-5. The coverage of
predicted genes in each reference genome were calculated by

Filtration excluded the lowly expressed (low-coverage) genes with ‘cpm’ function
(cpm < 0.5) in edgeR (Robinson et al., 2010), and also the genes for which had
mapped reads from less than 3 samples were excluded. The filtered data were
normalized and tested for the differentially expressed genes using the “R” with
edgeR package (Robinson et al., 2010) and limma package (Ritchie et al., 2015).
‘calcNormFactors’ function for TMM normalization (Robinson & Oshlack, 2010)
in edgeR was used to calculate the normalization factors relying on the library
sizes and the composition bias; TMM normalization method reduces impacts of
changes in species abundances on estimating gene expression by assumption that
expression of a large proportion of genes in a certain organism un-change
regardless the changes in environmental conditions. The calculated normalization
factors were used during testing the differentially expressed genes through ‘voom’
function in limma (Law et al., 2014). ‘Voom’ function first adjusted the bias
between the samples using the calculated normalization factors. This function also
estimated the mean-variance relationship of the log-counts and calculated a
precision weight for each sample. Processed data then was entered to the empirical
Bayes analysis pipeline stored in limma package (Law et al., 2014; Phipson et al.,
2016) to analyze the differential gene expression. Multidimensional plot (MDS)
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for investigating the differences in global gene expression patterns between the
samples was produced with limma package on “R”. The 100 most variable genes
were also predicted. Based on the published papers, the genes that are related to
the iron and light variations were extracted from the functional profiles of each
reference genome mapping (key-genes). We used STAMP (Parks et al., 2014)
software to show the differential expression levels of selected-genes (key-genes)
across the samples for each reference species with heat maps and to estimate the
correlation between the key-genes expression levels and the environmental
parameters.
Phytoplankton pigment analysis via HPLC
Pigment HPLC analysis was performed by Kate Lowry and Kate Lewis at
Stanford Woods Institute. The water samples for the HPLC analyses were filtered
through Whatman glass-fiber filter (GF/F) with a nominal pore size of 0.7 μm (<
150 mm Hg). The pigment samples were immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen
after filtration and stored at -80 ˚C until HPLC analysis. Phytoplankton pigments
were extracted in 90 % acetone, and they filtered through 0.45 µm HPLC syringe
cartridge into a 2 mL amber crimp-top vial. The filtered samples were injected into
the HPLC system and the pigments were identified based on comparisons of their
in-line diode array detector absorbance spectra. Standards were either purchased or
fraction collected from algal monocultures. Calculating taxonomic composition of
phytoplankton community from the HPLC data were performed with Chemtax
version 1.95 (Wright, 2008).
Phytoplankton species characterization by FlowCAM
The FlowCAM was used to estimate the community composition at daily
station (onboard) by Hannah Joy-Warren (Stanford University). Two
10

magnifications (40x and 100x) were used for imaging the samples. Samples
imaged with the 4x objective lens were run using a 300 μm flow cell, and samples
imaged with the 10x objective were run on a 200 μm flow cell. The FlowCAM
data provided an estimated relative abundance (%) of Green algae, Cryptophytes,
Diatom species, Haptophytes, and Dinoflagellate.
Dissolved Iron (DFe) and major nutrient measurements
Dissolved Iron (DFe) and major nutrient data were provided by Dr. Loes J.
A. Gerringa, Patrick Laan and Dr. Hein J.W. De Baar from Netherlands Institute
for Sea Research (NIOZ), following the protocols published in Gerringa et al. 2015.
Sample handling and filtrations were done inside the trace metal van under clean
conditions with Sartorius® 0.2 μm for DFe and Satrobran 300 μm for major
nutrients, respectively. DFe concentrations were measured directly on board
following an automated Flow Injection Analysis method (Klunder et al., 2011).
Samples were analyzed in triplicate and standard deviations were on average 2.8%.
Blanks were determined daily by loading a low iron seawater sample for 0, 5, 10
seconds. The blank values ranged from not detectable up to 14 pM. The average
limit of detection, 16 pM was defined as 3 times the standard deviation of the mean
blank and measured daily. Filtered and acidified (Seastar© baseline hydrochloric
acid; pH 1.7) seawater was concentrated on a column containing aminodiacetid
acid (IDA) which binds only transition metals and not the interfering salts. The
column was rinsed with ultra-pure water, and eluted with diluted acid. After
mixing with luminol, peroxide and ammonium, the oxidation of luminol with
peroxide was catalyzed by iron and a blue light is produced and detected with a
photon counter. The concentration of iron was calculated using a standard
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calibration line, where a known amount of iron was added to low iron containing
seawater. Using this calibration line a number of counts per nM DFe is obtained.
Satellite remote sensing
Satellite remote sensing data was provided as a compressed kml format
(kmz) via email during the cruise by an automated system at Stanford University
under the supervision of Dr. Gert van Dijken.
The MODIS/Aqua ocean color satellite scenes were downloaded every 3 hours
from NASA ftp-servers through two near real-time subscriptions using the NASA
Ocean Biology Processing Group’s data subscription service. The chlorophyll
products were extracted from the downloaded files and mapped to a common
projection. In addition, ice concentration data was downloaded from the National
Snow & Ice Data Center (NSIDC) and re-projected in the same way.

12

RESULTS
General Environmental Conditions at each Sampling Site
The surface area of the Ross Sea Polynya (RSP) increases in size
throughout the austral spring-summer sampling period (Fig. 2). The rise in sea
surface temperature (from -1.08 ˚C to 0.67 ˚C) during the sampling period is
indicative of the solar warming of surface waters, resulting in melting of the
surrounding sea ice and expansion of the RSP. Temperatures lower than 0 ˚C were
measured at the earlier sampling stations (1, 2, 3) within the Central RSP transect,
and temperatures above 0 ˚C were detected at the later sampling stations (4, 5, 6)
along the Western RSP transect (Fig. 1; Table 1).
A phytoplankton spring bloom was detected in the RSP throughout the
sampling period, indicated by relatively high phytoplankton biomass and
chlorophyll a (chl a) concentrations of >5 µg L-1 (data not shown). High chl-a
concentrations were observed along the Ross Ice Shelf and decreased with
increasing distance from the shelf (Fig. 2). Based on corresponding data from
FlowCAM, HPLC pigment, and 18S diatom community analyses (Filliger,
unpublished), the phytoplankton communities at the surface (10 m) were
dominated by several diatom species, particularly Pseudo-nitzschia (Fig. 4b, 4c
and Fig. 5b). The haptophyte Phaeocystis antarctica, commonly found in the RSP,
showed relatively low abundance within the phytoplankton communities at the
surface, but their abundance increased at greater depths at all sampling sites (Fig.
4b, 4c and Appendix 2). The highest chl-a concentration (6.51 ± 0.06 µg L-1) and
fluorescence measurements (16.75 AU) were observed at station 4 where the
highest relative abundance of Pseudo-nitzschia was detected (Table 1; Fig. 5b).
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Higher chl-a concentrations and fluorescence measurements corresponded with
lower Photosynthetically Active Radiation (PAR) (Table 1; Fig. 3).
The concentrations of nitrite/nitrate and phosphate were similar across the
sampling sties, with average concentrations of 20.0 ± 0.75 µM and 1.39 ± 0.19 µM,
respectively (Table 1). Based on the Redfield ratio (N/P~16) (Redfield, 1958), only
station 4 showed potentially P-limited environmental conditions, whereas the
remainder of the stations had ratios indicative of N-limited conditions (Table 1).
In general, the concentration of dissolved iron (DFe) was extremely low at
the surface throughout the RSP during the cruise (<0.10 nM) (Gerringa et al.,
2015). The average DFe concentration at sampling sites 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6 was 0.05 ±
0.01 nM. The DFe concentration at station 3 was much higher than the others, with
a concentration of 0.2 ± 0.003 nM (Table 1). Gerringa et al. (2015) interpreted the
higher DFe concentration at station 3 as an indication of iron input at the surface
originating from dust deposition or melting sea ice. These processes were also
suggested as the explanation of lower salinity at station 3 (Table 1).
Evaluation of Metatranscriptomic Libraries
To examine the genetic response of individual algal species (Fragilariopsis,
Thalassiosira, Pseudo-nitzschia, Macromonas, and Phaeocystis) to their shared
environmental conditions in the RSP, we sequenced metatranscriptomes for each
sampling site. The total yield of extracted RNA from each sample varied from
128.5 to 745.9 ng µL-1. From this extracted total RNA, messenger RNA (mRNA)
was enriched for each sample, yielding 0.066 ± 0.014 ng µL-1 to 1.621 ± 0.026 ng
µL-1 (Table 2). The percentage of mRNA among the total RNA was less than 0.1%
in samples 1 and 2, and more than 0.1% in the remainder of the samples (Table 2).
The number of quality controlled reads varied from 326,364 to 31,307,197 and had
14

an average GC content of 48%; the metatranscriptomic libraries for stations 1 and
2 have 326,364 reads and 427,800 reads respectively, while metatranscriptomes for
the other stations yielded more than 23,000,000 reads (Table 4).
Selection of the Reference Genomes
In order to select genomes for reference-based mapping, we compared
several phytoplankton genomes and transcriptomes from a variety of original
sampling locations and culture conditions to the overall alignments with our
transcriptomes. The candidate algal taxa for reference genome selection were
determined from inspection of phytoplankton communities in the RSP during our
cruise period by FlowCAM, HPLC pigment, and 18S diatom community analyses
(Filliger, unpublished) (Fig. 4b, 4c and Fig. 5b) and from publications on
phytoplankton communities in the RSP during the bloom period (Delmont et al.,
(in prep); Smith et al., 2000; Tremblay & Smith., 2007). As a result, we included
Fragilariopsis sp., Thalassiosira sp., Pseudo-nitzschia sp., Micromonas sp. and
Phaeocystis antarctica reference genomes and transcriptomes for downstream
metatranscriptome analysis (Table 3).
All reference genomes and transcriptomes of Fragilariopsis sp. were from
samples collected in the Southern Ocean (Fragilariopsis-kerguelensis-L2_C3
(MMETSP; (Keeling et al., 2014)), Fragilariopsis-kerguelensis-L26_C5
(MMETSP), Fragilariopsis cylindrus CCMP1102 (NCBI; (Mock et al., 2017)).
The overall alignments from our metatranscriptomes between the three different
genomes and transcriptomes of Fragilariopsis sp. were similar across the samples
(Table 4). Overall alignments to three different Thalassiosira sp. genomes and
transcriptome were also similar across the samples, although the culture conditions
of these reference Thalassiosira sp. were different. Thalassiosira-antarctica15

CCMP982 (MMETSP) and Thalassiosira oceanica (NCBI, (Lommer et al., 2012))
were cultured under iron-limited conditions, whereas Thalassiosira pseudonana
CCMP1335 (NCBI, (Armbrust, 2004)), known as a coastal species, was originally
isolated from Moriches Bay and continuously grew in culture before DNA
extraction.
The overall alignments of the metatranscriptome reads with Pseudonitzschia sp. and Micromonas sp. were different for the different reference
genomes and transcriptomes available for these genera. Across all samples, an
average of 50.0 ± 16.3% and 11.4 ± 5.9% of the reads aligned to Pseudo-nitzschia
antarctica and Pseudo-nitzschia australis, respectively. The Pseudo-nitzschia
antarctica genome was reconstructed from samples obtained in the RSP whereas
the Pseudo-nitzschia-australis-10249_10_AB transcriptome (MMETSP) was
reconstructed from samples obtained in Monterey Bay, CA. In the case of
Micromonas sp., the transcriptomes (Micromonas-sp-CCMP2099, sp-NEPCC29,
sp-RCC472 (MMETSP)), which were not from the Antarctic, yielded a higher
degree of alignment than the genome from the Amundsen Sea Polynya (ASP),
Antarctica (Micromonas sp. ASP10-01a). For Phaeocystis antarctica (P.
antarctica), only one source was available from the previous study in our group
(Delmont et al., (in prep)).
Based on the original locations and cultured environmental conditions of
these references, we selected Fragilariopsis cylindrus CCMP1102 (F. cylindrus),
Thalassiosira oceanica (T. oceanica), Pseudo-nitzschia antarctica (P. nitzschia
antarctica), Micromonas sp. ASP10-01a (Micromonas), Phaeocystis antarctica (P.
antarctica) as reference genomes and transcriptomes in this study.
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Reference Genome Mapping
Of the total reads, 26.7 % (sample 1), 47.0 % (sample 2), 41.5 % (sample
3), 45.5 % (sample 4), 17.1 % (sample 5), and 22.7 % (sample 6) did not map to
any of the reference genomes/transcriptomes (Table 5). P. nitzschia antarctica
displayed the highest alignment percentage with the reference genomes across all
metatranscriptome libraries. From the individual libraries, 35.8 % (sample 1),
34.4 % (sample 2), 46.8 % (sample 3), 43.0 % (sample 4), 73.7 % (sample 5), and
66.2 % (sample 6) of the reads aligned to the P. nitzschia antarctica genome
(Table 5). The relatively high alignment of reads to the P. nitzschia antarctica
genome is in agreement with the algal community metatranscriptomic analysis of
the on-deck incubation experiments completed during the same cruise (Delmont et
al., (in prep)). Overall alignment percentages to the two other selected diatom
genomes varied from 1.6% to 19.6% of the total reads from individual libraries.
Less than or equal to 0.4 % of reads from individual libraries mapped to P.
antarctica and Micromonas (Table 5).
The Correlation between Read Alignments and Relative Abundances
We normalized the overall alignments to each reference genome to 100%
across individual libraries (not including un-mapped reads) by calculating
Transcripts Per Kilobase Million (TPM). Calculated TPM were used to examine if,
in each sample, the percentage of overall alignment of assembled transcripts to an
algal reference genome correlated with the relative abundance of that same taxon
in the phytoplankton community. Higher TPM values of diatom species
corresponded with the diatom-dominated phytoplankton communities in the same
RSP samples during austral spring and summer in 2013-2014 as determined by
FlowCAM and HPLC pigment analyses (Fig. 4b and 4c). However, there was no
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clear agreement between the read alignments (TPM) to each diatom species shown
here and the relative abundance of individual diatom species determined by 18S
diatom community data (Filliger, unpublished) (Fig. 5). The relative TPM values
to each diatom species changed regardless of the changes in their relative
abundances within the diatom community. The TPM value of P. nitzschia
antarctica increased whereas the TPM value of F. cylindrus and T. oceanica
decreased over the sampling period (Fig. 5a). The changes in the relative
abundances of haptophytes and chlorophytes in the phytoplankton communities
across the samples were also not correlated with TPM values of P. antarctica and
Micromonas (Fig. 4).
Global Gene Expression Patterns
Reads that mapped to P. nitzschia antarctica and F. cylindrus were evenly
distributed over their reference genomes whereas reads mapping to other species
were concentrated on partial areas of the whole genome (Fig. 6). Since the number
of mapped reads affiliated with each species were not evenly distributed between
the samples (Fig. 6, box plots), we converted the coverage values of predicted
genes of each reference genome to cpm (counts-per-milion), which normalized the
different sequencing depths, to compare the differences between the samples. The
differences in global gene expression patterns of each algal species across the
sampling sites were examined with multidimensional scaling (MDS) plots; each
sample site has different environmental and geographical conditions (Table 1; Fig.
1 and Fig. 2). Since stations 1 and 2 have lower quantity and quality
metatranscriptome reads, which might cause a significant bias in the MDS plots
(e.g. Appendix 1), we used only the metatranscriptomes of stations 3, 4, 5 and 6 for
further analyses (Fig. 7). The overall gene expression patterns of P. nitzschia
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antarctica and P. antarctica were relatively similar at stations 5 and 6 and different
at stations 3 and 4 (Fig. 7a and 7c). On the other hand, the global gene expression
patterns of T. oceanica and Micromonas were similar for stations 3 and 4 (Fig. 7d
and 7e). F. cylindrus showed different gene expression patterns across all samples
(Fig. 7b).
Expression Patterns of Key Genes
Since the environmental conditions across the sampling sites were not
significantly different, we expected that there would be no remarkable shifts in
gene expression. Transcripts for the 100 most variable predicted genes from all
reference species were examined to determine if these genes were closely linked to
environmental factors. These genes did not change expression levels according to
the environmental conditions or they were unannotated. This implies that the
environmental conditions between the sampling sites were too similar to elicit a
significant difference in transcript abundance of the genes related to the
environmental parameters. In a next step, we examined how the phytoplankton
communities responded to their environmental conditions, particularly to iron and
light regimes and cobalamin availability between the samples. Based on the
literature, we determined a set of key-genes that are differentially expressed under
varying iron and light conditions and concentrations of cobalamin in these
phytoplankton taxa (Fig. 8). Transcript abundances for the chlorophyte
Micromonas were too low to determine difference in expression levels of these key
genes. The overall coverage of key-genes before the normalization was highest for
P. nitzschia antarctica (Fig. 8).
To determine the differential expression patterns of key-genes between
samples, we applied TMM normalization (Robinson & Oshlack, 2010) and limma
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empirical Bayes analysis pipeline (Law et al., 2014). The key-gene expression
patterns were not significantly different across the sampling sties, but they were
different for the individual species (Fig. 9). Overall, key-gene expression patterns
of T. oceanica and P. antarctica were similar. The few key-genes that were
differentially expressed were related to vitamin B12 (cobalamin) biosynthesis and
to iron stress response (Flavodoxin) in the functional profiles of T. oceanica and P.
antarctica. Overall cobalamin biosynthesis genes showed a low transcript
abundance, but the Flavodoxin transcript abundances was distinctly higher for
stations 5 and 6 (Fig. 8), suggesting that iron limiting conditions may have
prevailed for these taxa at the two locations. Transcript abundances for F.
cylindrus and P. nitzschia antarctica indicated a greater number of differentially
expressed key-genes than was found in T. oceanica and P. antarctica, but
expression levels for each gene were distinctly different for these two species (Fig.
8 and Fig. 9). Genes involved in low light acclimation (Plastocyanin, Photosystem
II stabilization factor) were most prominently expressed in F. cylindrus, whereas
transcript abundances for iron stress related genes (Flavodoxin, Ferredoxin, Rieske
protein etc.) were much higher in P.nitzschia antarctica.
Flavodoxin was highly expressed in all species except Micromonas.
Plastocyanin was expressed only in the pennate diatoms T. oceanica and F.
cylindrus. Gene expression for multicopper oxidase, a predicted ferric reductase, a
putative heme iron utilization, and a heat shock protein was specific to P. nitzschia
antarctica (Fig. 9). Genes for cobalamin biosynthesis protein were highly
expressed in all species except Micromonas. The methionine synthase I
(cobalamin-dependent) gene was shown in the functional profiles of P. antarctica,
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F. cylindrus, and P. nitzschia antarctica, and transcripts for methionine synthase II
(cobalamin-independent) were detected only in F. cylindrus (Fig. 9).
Since the RSP metatranscriptomes were highly dominated by transcripts of
P. nitzschia antarctica (~50% of total reads) (Fig. 4a and Fig. 6c), we further
analyzed the key-genes expression levels of P. nitzschia antarctica between the
sampling sites. Figure 10 shows the same heat map as Fig. 9 (P. nitzschia
antarctica) in descending order of mean gene expression levels in a log2 scale
across the samples. We determined that the key-genes expression patterns were
more similar between stations 5 and 6 (Fig. 10), a pattern that was also observed
for the global gene expression patterns of P. nitzschia antarctica (Fig. 7c).
Altogether, genes that encode components of the photosynthetic apparatus and that
are involved in light acclimation responses were amongst the most highly
expressed genes, whereas genes implicated in Fe-dependent redox processes were
much less expressed (Fig. 10). These findings suggest that Pseudo-nitzschia was
acclimated to low light rather than to nutrient (specifically iron) limitation.
We further compared transcript abundances of the key-genes for their
correlation with environmental parameters, leading to sometimes surprising
observations. The genes of deoxyribodipyrimidine photolyase, ferredoxin-NADP
reductase, and NADPH-dependent glutamate synthase beta chain correlated with
variations in temperature and salinity, whereas the Mg-chelatase subunit ChlD
gene had an inverse correlation with these variables (Table 6). Transcript
abundances for the genes encoding 6-phosphofructokinase, cobalamin biosynthesis
protein CobN, and Mg-chelatase were positively correlated with DFe
concentrations, but where inversely correlated with chl-a concentrations and with
the relative abundance of Pseudo-nitzschia in phytoplankton communities (Table
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6). The genes related to carbon fixation (Fructose-bisphosphate aldolase class 1
and Photosystem II stability/assembly factor) were inversely correlated with light
intensity (Table 6).

DISCUSSION
The “paradox of the plankton” postulate (Hutchison, 1961) states that many
phytoplankton species coexist since they compete for the same resources in
constantly changing environments. However, the phytoplankton community is
sometimes dominated by one taxon, which usually happens during the summer
blooms when the water layers are stratified and the environmental conditions do
not change as quickly as in other seasons. In the case of the phytoplankton
communities in the RSP, they only flourish throughout the austral spring and
summer when dissolved iron is supplied by dust deposition and sea ice melting,
and light reaches below the surface. Several algal taxa that often co-occur (Arrigo
et al., 1999; DiTullio & Smith, 1996; Smith et al., 2000), participated in the intense
RSP phytoplankton bloom studied in this thesis. The seasonal variations in iron,
light and water stratification have been considered as major limited resources
controlling the bulk primary production (Bertrand et al., 2011; Delmont et al., (in
prep); Sedwick et al., 2000). Closer to the peak of the summer season, the
environmental conditions of the RSP became more uniform; water masses were
more stratified because of ice melt water (less salty) and increasing sea surface
temperature due to stronger solar radiation; the dissolved iron were limited
throughout the RSP (Boyd, 2002; Smith et al., 2014). As a result, reduced
variations in environmental factors near the surface would causes increased
competition between the phytoplankton species for limited resources. However,
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how those limited environmental resources interact with the physiological and
ecological properties of individual algal species in the phytoplankton community is
less well understood. Additionally, different algal taxa have different C:N:P ratio
as well as different iron requirements, resulting in differences in how these taxa
responds to environmental stressors (Alexander et al., 2015) and affecting the
contribution that each species makes to primary production (Arrigo et al., 1999;
Arrigo et al., 2000; Smith & Asper, 2001). These responses are mediated via the
expression of genes that drive acclimation to changing nutrient and light regimes.
Thus, environmental conditions likely control the relative abundance of individual
algal species and their contribution to primary productivity by adjusting their
growth requirements via the expression of stress response genes (Arrigo et al.,
1999; Delmont et al., (in prep).; Tagliabue & Arrigo, 2005).
During the blooms in the RSP, the phytoplankton community often consists
of several diatom species and the haptophyte Phaeocystis antarctica (Delmont et
al., (in prep); Sweeney et al., 2000). P. antarctica is the first species to form a
bloom in spring followed by an extensive diatom blooms in summer (Smith et al.,
2000; Tremblay & Smith., 2007). Based on culture studies, P. antarctica grows
better under low iron and low irradiance conditions than diatom species, and after
iron input or light level change, the growth rate of P. antarctica change more
significantly than diatom species (Coale et al., 2003; Sedwick et al., 2000). P.
antarctica also showed higher efficiency in converting carbon dioxide to organic
carbon via photosynthesis (Arrigo et al., 2000; Sweeney et al., 2000; Tagliabue &
Arrigo, 2005). These studies suggested a potential role for iron and light regimes in
regulating the relative abundances of individual algal taxon within the
phytoplankton community. However, in the ocean, there are more environmental
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variables than just iron and light and they often have opposite gradients. The
responses of individual algal species to their ambient environmental conditions
would not necessarily be the same as found in culture experiments. Thus,
knowledge on how environmental gradients in the ocean are reflected in the
ecology of phytoplankton communities can also predict future shifts in the
phytoplankton community composition in response to climate change.
Metatranscriptomic analyses allow the study of how individual algal species within
a phytoplankton community perceive their shared environment and acclimate to
optimize their performance. Here we investigated the potential niche adaptation of
individual algal taxon in the RSP by employing metatranscriptomic analyses and
correlating these with environmental and biological data.
Iron-limited conditions were identified across all sampling stations during
the austral spring and summer in 2013-2014. The phytoplankton communities at
stations 3 and 6 were also acclimated to high-light conditions. We found that chl-a
concentrations and chlorophyll fluorescence were inversely correlated with
Photosynthetically Active Radiation (PAR) (Fig. 3). Chl-a concentrations and
fluorescence are often used indicators of photosynthetic biomass (Cullen, 1982;
Falkowski & Kiefer, 1985; Steele, 1962). Therefore, lower chl-a concentrations
and fluorescence values at higher Photosynthetically Active Radiation (PAR)
would indicate that some populations in the phytoplankton communities at the
surface had acclimated by reducing their pigment content to avoid photoinhibition
(van Hilst & Smith, 2002). This was also in agreement with the analysis of the
maximum efficiency of the photosystem II (PSII) (Fv/Fm) by a PAM fluorometer
of the on-deck incubation experiments performed during the same cruise
(Alderkamp et al, (in prep)). The changes in expression levels of gene encoding
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photosystem II stability/assembly factor depending on the Photosynthetically
Active Radiation (PAR) (Table. 5) also supported the potential effect of
photoinhibition on the phytoplankton communities. Also, abundant transcripts of
the flavodoxin genes, usually expressed under iron-limited condition as this
molecule replaces ferredoxin in the photosynthetic process (McKay et al., 1997;
McKay et al., 1999; Morrissey & Bowler, 2012; Palenik, 2015), were detected in
all species, except Micomonas. This could indicate that phytoplankton
communities were responding to iron-deficient condition.
Looking into further detail, even though phytoplankton communities
thrived under the same environmental conditions at each station, individual algal
taxa had different relative abundances and exhibited different acclimation
characteristics to the shared environment. During the austral spring and summer
2013-2014 sampling period in, the phytoplankton communities at the surface in the
RSP were highly dominated by pennate diatom taxa, especially Pseudo-nitzschia
sp. The haptophyte P. antarctica, the species that usually dominates in the RSP
during the bloom season (Delmont et al., (in prep); Smith et al., 2000; Tremblay &
Smith., 2007), had relatively low abundances near the surface. However, vertical
profiles of FlowCAM data identified that the relative abundance of P. antarctica
increased with increasing water depth and relative abundances of diatom groups
decreased (Appendix 2). The distributions of diatom species and P. antarctica in
the water column may reflect on the hydrographic conditions during this season.
This is because phytoplankton communities in shallow mixed layers or more stable
water are often dominated by diatoms whereas deeper mixed layer or relatively
unstable water columns are often dominated by P. antarctica in the RSP (Arrigo et
al., 1998; Goffart et al., 2000; Smith & Asper, 2001). An alternative interpretation
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could be that bacterial community composition changed with depth. Many algal
taxa are auxotrophic for cobalamin (vitamin B12 dependent) and often this
compound is provided by bacteria (Bertrand et al., 2015; Delmont et al., 2014;
Shields & Smith, 2008). The fact that cobalamin biosynthesis genes were
abundantly transcribed for the taxa that mapped to reference genomes, is an
indication that cobalamin was a limiting factor for the phytoplankton community at
large.
Different relative abundance of each algal species in the phytoplankton
communities at each station correlated with the variations in their responses to
environmental stressors as indicated by their genetic acclimation. First of all, the
metatranscriptomes of the phytoplankton communities in the RSP contained an
abundance of diatom transcripts that mapped to different diatom reference
genomes. This finding is consistent with data obtained from FlowCAM and HPLC
pigment analyses (Fig. 4). However, upon further inspection, the proportion of the
reads affiliated with the three different diatom species in our metatranscriptomes
did not match their relative abundance in the phytoplankton community as
determined with 18S sequencing of diatom communities at the same sites (Filliger,
unpublished) (Fig. 5). There are a few reasons why 18S sequence data do not
match read abundances in metatranscriptomes. Firstly, the difference in the water
samples for the metatranscriptomic analysis and the 18S sequencing analysis could
cause this mismatch, since their samples were not collected from the same rosette
samplers. Another reason is that different taxa may have different 18S gene copies
per cell thereby skewing the contribution each taxon makes to the community and
its metatranscriptome. Also, transcript abundance may change with the growth
phase of the taxon; typically fast growing populations have higher transcriptional
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activity then do populations that enter stationary phase. The mismatch may further
be due to the differences and inconsistencies between the genetic make-up of the
taxa in each sample and their matching genomes in the reference database used for
each analysis.
We used MDS plots of each algal species across the sampling sites to
examine whether environmental conditions at each of the sampling sites affected
the global gene expression patterns of individual species. Micromonas and T.
oceanica showed similar global gene expression patterns at sampling stations 3
and 4, while P. antarctica and P. nitzschia antarctica presented similar global gene
expression patterns at sampling stations 5 and 6 (Fig. 7). However, these changes
in the global gene expression patterns between the sampling sites were not driven
by differential expression of the genes that are involved in acclimation responses.
None of the transcripts of 100 most variable predicted genes for each algal taxon
were linked to known environmental stress responses. However, we cannot
exclude that these may be as yet unannotated genes as the limited databases of
eukaryotic algae still leave us with significant knowledge gaps. Based on the
available results, we concluded that the variations in the environmental factors
between the sampling sites were not sufficiently distinct that they would cause
remarkable changes in global gene expression patterns. Rather, the differences and
similarities shown in the global gene expression patterns reflected response to
minor changes over a set of environmental conditions, not a clear cut response to a
specific environmental factor.
To examine how individual algal species responded to their shared
environment, we extracted the key-genes associated with major limited
environmental factors, such as light and iron regimes that control primary
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production in the RSP (Sedwick et al., 2000). As expected, since there were no
significant changes in the environmental conditions between the sampling sites, no
notable shifts in the overall key-genes expression patterns of each species were
detected (Fig. 9). Instead, the expression patterns for these key-genes were
characteristic for the individual species. Flavodoxin, one of the key-genes
expressed under the iron-deficient condition as a replacement for ferredoxin under
iron limiting conditions (McKay et al., 1997; Palenik, 2015), was commonly
expressed in the functional profiles of all species, except Micromonas. As we
mentioned above, this indicates, with the once exception, all species had been
exposed to iron-limitation and their acclimation response is shown from high
transcript abundance of the flavodoxin gene. The differences in transcript
abundance between flavodoxin and ferredoxin genes were more pronounced in P.
antarctica, T. oceanica, and F. cylindrus than in P. nitzschia antarctica. This could
be interpreted as P. nitzschia antarctica experiencing a lesser degree of iron stress
under the same iron-deficient condition. A few additional genes, which encode
proteins for adjusting under low-iron condition (Multicopper oxidase (Shaked et al.,
2005), Predicted ferric reductase (Morrissey & Bowler, 2012), Putative heme iron
utilization protein (Hogle et al., 2014; Hopkinson et al., 2008)), were only
expressed in P. nitzschia antarctica. Since a few of studies observed the roles of
cobalamin in the physiology of phytoplankton communities (Bertrand et al., 2007,
2015), we also analyzed the genes related cobalamin availability. Abundantly
transcribed cobalamin biosynthesis protein gene in our metatranscriptomes infers
that the phytoplankton communities were stressed by cobalamin-limited condition.
However, we identified again that P. nitzschia antarctica adjust under this
condition better than other taxon, which could be confirmed with higher expression
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levels of methionine synthase I (cobalamin-dependent) (Ellis et al., 2017). That is,
P. nitzschia antarctica might succeed to obtain cobalamin in the water by
competing with other algal species and used it for enhancing the activity of this
enzyme (Banerjee & Matthews, 1990). Thus, niche adaptation in P. nitzschia
antarctica includes a strong ability to respond to iron-deficient condition and
cobalamin-limited condition, which may be a leading cause for P. nitzschia
antarctica dominance in the RSP phytoplankton communities. The better
adjustment of P. nitzschia antarctica than other taxon was also detected regarding
the light variation with distinctly higher photosystem II stability/assembly factor
gene expression. This also infers more photosynthetic activities of P. nitzschia
antarctica in the phytoplankton community with better acclimation to limited
environmental conditions.
We further analyzed the correlation between the key-genes expression
levels of P. nitzschia antartica and the environmental variations (Table. 6) to
examine if a specific environmental factor controlled transcript abundance for a
collection of genes that are involved in acclimation response to that factor. The
key-genes in the functional profile of P. nitzschia antartica changed their overall
expression patterns gradually over the sampling period; the key-gene expression
levels and patterns are higher and similar in sample 5 and 6 than others (Fig. 10).
The expression levels of most key-genes do not linearly correlated with the
variations of major limiting factors, but might be related with general
environmental parameters such as temperature, salinity or fluorescence (Table. 6).
The key-genes expression patterns of P. nitzschia antarctica showed the potential
acclimations to limited cobalamin and iron availability with abundantly transcribed
genes related to these parameters (Fig. 10). Since we did not measure cobalamin
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concentrations, the correlation between the cobalamin availability and the
expression level of related genes could not be concluded. However, we were able
to identify that the extremely low iron concentration throughout the RSP caused
the higher expression of iron-related genes. We also assumed, based on the linear
correlation between the cobalamin biosynthesis protein gene expression level and
the iron concentrations (Table. 6), the possibility of a combination of iron and
cobalamin regulating the key-genes expression patterns (Bertrand et al., 2007,
2011, 2015). We also detected the highest expression of the flavodoxin gene at
station 3 although the highest dissolved iron concentration was observed at that
station. This may be because the dissolved iron at the surface, supplied from sea
ice melting and/or degrading of organic matters by bacterial organisms (Gerringa
et al., 2015; Mack et al., 2017; Sedwick et al., 2000), had not been taken up by P.
nitzschia antarctica when the sample was taken. Thus, the functional profiles of P.
nitzschia antarctica showed stress from low iron conditions by expressing higher
levels of flavodoxin genes, despite high iron supplies at the surface.
The genes related to carbon fixation (fructose-bisphosphate aldolase class 1
and photosystem II stability/assembly factor) inversely correlated with
Photosynthetically Active Radiation (PAR) variation (Table 6). This might indicate
that increased Photosynthetically Active Radiation (PAR) caused photoinhibition
(van Hilst & Smith, 2002) on the photosynthetic capacity of P. nitzschia antarctica.
In sum, we see individual species showed different acclimations to their shared
environment.
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CONCLUSIONS
This study demonstrates that critical environmental parameters, such as
iron and light affect bulk primary production and act as stressors to the
phytoplankton communities. Individual algal taxa in the phytoplankton
communities showed different acclimations to their shared environmental
condition, which likely determined relative abundances of each algal taxon. The
phytoplankton communities during the bloom in the RSP in 2013-2014 were
dominated by P. nitzschia sp. and acclimation of P. nitzschia sp. to iron and
cobalamin co-limitation as well as to light variation favored this taxon.
Thalassiosira sp. and Phaeocystis antarctica were stressed more severely by low
iron condition than by the cobalamin limitation. Compared to these two taxa,
Fragilariopsis sp. and P. nitzschia sp. displayed better adjustments to iron and
cobalamin co-limitation. Acclimation to low light condition was mostly detected in
Fragilariopsis sp. whereas acclimation to low iron conditions was observed to a
higher degree in P. nitzschia sp. than Fragilariopsis sp. We also detected nichepartitioning between diatom species and the haptophyte Phaeocystis antarctica
along depth gradients. Overall, our findings indicate that species specific traits
underpin differences in acclimation responses in coexisting phytoplankton taxa.
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TABLES
Table 1: Hydrological, physicochemical and nutrient characteristics of Ross Sea
sampling sites visited during the 2013 Phantastic cruise around Western Antarctica.
Abbreviations: Temp: sea surface temperature (deg C), Sal: salinity (psu), Fluor:
fluorescence (AU), PAR: Photosynthetically Active Radiation (µE m-2 s-1), Chl-a:
chlorophyll a (µg L-1).
Station
1
2
3
4
5
6
Station
1
2
3
4
5
6

Depth
m
10
10
10
10
10
10

Temp1
deg C
-1.08
-0.56
-0.71
0.63
0.56
0.67

Temp2
deg C
-1.08
-0.56
-0.71
0.63
0.54
0.67

Sal 1
psu
34.39
34.36
34.22
34.35
34.40
34.40

Chl-a
µg L-1
5.36
4.22
2.50
6.51
3.00
3.12

Chl-a
σ, µg L-1
0.09
0.12
0.08
0.06
0.03
0.06

NO2+NO3
µM
19.05
21.22
19.66
20.70
19.63
19.50

PO4
µM
1.59
1.47
1.66
1.12
1.25
1.27

40

Sal 2
psu
34.40
34.37
34.23
34.36
34.41
34.41

Fluor
AU
12.89
9.27
2.31
16.75
6.49
2.79

Redfield ratio
(N/P ~ 16)
12.0
14.4
11.9
18.5
15.7
15.3

PAR
µE m-2 s-1
10.24
84.27
229.44
53.84
35.50
195.48
Fe
nM
0.04
0.04
0.20
0.05
0.07
0.06

Table 2: Characteristics of RNA extraction of water samples taken at six sampling
stations in the Ross Sea during the 2013 Phantastic cruise (NBP13-10): Total
volume of filtered seawater, the yield of total RNA and messenger RNA for each
sample with sampling time.
Sample

Location

date

GMT time

RSP
RSP
RSP
RSP
RSP
RSP

Vol
L
7
8
8
4
8
4

1
2
3
4
5
6

Dec24
Dec25
Dec27
Dec30
Jan03
Jan04

Sample

Total RNA

mRNA

mRNA

1
2
3
4
5
6

ng/µL
128.5
200.1
421.6
303.6
745.9
652.4

ng/µL
0.066
0.080
0.560
0.516
1.621
0.891

σ, ng/µL
0.015
0.007
0.030
0.022
0.026
0.020

8:46
0:35
18:48
19:08
18:25
18:33
mRNA/Total
RNA
%
0.05
0.04
0.13
0.17
0.22
0.14
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Table 3: The information of surveyed genomes and transcriptomes of
phytoplankton species that are present in polar waters.
Reference genome

Original location

Source

Fragilariopsiskerguelensis-L2_C3

Southern
Ocean/Antarctica

MMETSP
(Thomas Mock)

Transcriptome

Fragilariopsiskerguelensis-L26_C5

Southern Ocean

MMETSP
(Andrian Marchetti)

Transcriptome

Fragilariopsis
cylindrus CCMP1102

Southern Ocean

NCBI
(Mock et al., 2017)

Genome

Antarctica

MMETSP
(Thomas Mock)

Transcriptome

Moriches Bay, Long
Island Sound, New York

NCBI
(Armbrust et al., 2004)

Genome

NCBI
(Lommer et al., 2010)

Genome

Thalassiosiraantarctica-CCMP982
Thalassiosira
pseudonana
CCMP1335
Thalassiosira oceanica
Pseudo_nitzschiaaustralis-10249_10_AB

Monterey Bay, Pacific

MMETSP
(G Jason Smith)

Transcriptome

Pseudo_nitzschiaantarctica

Antarctica/Ross Sea
Polynya

(Delmont et al., in
prep)

Genome

Micromonas-spCCMP2099

Arctic/Baffin bay

MMETSP
(Alexandra Z. Worden)

Transcriptome

Micromonas-spNEPCC29

Vancouver, Jericho
Beach

MMETSP
(Alexandra Z. Worden)

Transcriptome

Micromonas-spRCC472

Gulf of Panama, Pacific

MMETSP
(Alexandra Z. Worden)

Transcriptome

Micromonas sp.
ASP10-01a

Antarctica/Amundsen
Sea Polynya

NCBI
(Delmont et al., 2015)

Genome

Phaeocystis antarctica

Antarctica

Delmont et al., in prep

Transcriptome
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Table 4. Total numbers of quality filtered reads of each metatranscriptome with
GC content (%), and their overall local alignment rate (%) to reference genomes
and transcriptomes of phytoplankton species that are present in polar waters.
Sample

1

Total number of filtered reads
%GC

2

326364

3

4

5

6

427800 31307197 27407721 29197858 23888041

48

47

48

49

48

48

%

%

%

%

%

%

21.94

10.65

6.28

6.13

3.64

5.05

21.46

10.25

5.98

5.79

3.36

4.73

19.61

10.1

7.05

6.9

7.06

7.97

18.87

9.01

4.82

4.74

1.72

2.98

15.5

7.16

3.98

4.08

1.66

2.76

Thalassiosira oceanica

17.13

7.83

4.27

4.22

1.55

2.75

Pseudo_nitzschia-australis10249_10_AB

22.99

12.28

9.22

8.73

7.27

7.96

Pseudo_nitzschia-antarctica

35.75

34.41

46.75

42.96

73.73

66.15

Micromonas-sp-CCMP2099

12

5.75

2.92

3.02

0.82

1.59

10.82

5.29

2.7

2.85

0.82

1.48

12.6

5.94

2.99

3.17

1.05

1.81

0.4

0.39

0.3

0.3

0.25

0.23

0.37

0.28

0.15

0.17

0.28

0.24

Reference genome
Fragilariopsis-kerguelensisL2_C3
Fragilariopsis-kerguelensisL26_C5
Fragilariopsis cylindrus
CCMP1102
Thalassiosira-antarcticaCCMP982
Thalassiosira pseudonana
CCMP1335

Micromonas-sp-NEPCC29
Micromonas-sp-RCC472
Micromonas sp. ASP10-01a
Phaeocystis antarctica
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Table 5: Overall local alignment (%) to selected reference genomes (Fragil:
Fragilariopsis_cylindrus CCMP1102, Thala_oc: Thalassiosira oceanica, PseudoN: Pseudo-nitzschia antarctica, Phaeo: Phaeocystis antarctica, Micro:
Micromonas sp. ASP10-01a).
Sample

Fragil

Thala_oc

Pseudo

Phaeo

Micro

Unmapped

1

64000

55906

116675

1208

1305

87270

19.6 %

17.1 %

35.8 %

0.4 %

0.4 %

26.7 %

43208

33497

147206

1198

1668

201023

10.1 %

7.8 %

34.4 %

0.3 %

0.4 %

47.0 %

2207157

1336817

14636115

46961

93922

12986225

7.1 %

4.3 %

46.8 %

0.2 %

0.3 %

41.5 %

1891133

1156606

11774357

46593

82223

12456809

6.9 %

4.2 %

43.0 %

0.2 %

0.3 %

45.5 %

2061369

452567

21527581

81754

72995

5001593

7.1 %

1.56 %

73.7 %

0.3 %

0.3 %

17.1 %

1903877

656921

15801939

57331

54942

5413030

8.0 %

2.8 %

66.2 %

0.2 %

0.2 %

22.7 %

2

3

4

5

6
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100 %

100 %

100 %

100 %

100 %

100 %

Table 6: Correlation between the expression levels of key genes for acclimation
responses in Pseudo-nitzschia antarctica and the environmental characteristics at
the various sampling sites in the Ross Sea (R/A: relative abundance (%), Flu:
fluorescence (AU), T: temperature (deg C), S: salinity (psu)).

Genes
6-phosphofructokinase
ABC-type Fe+- hydroxamate transport
system
ABC-type transport system involved in
Fe-S cluster assembly, permease and
ATPase components
Cobalamin biosynthesis protein CobN,
Mg-chelatase
Cytochrome c biogenesis protein CcdA

Proportion

Inverse proportion

Fe

chl-a, R/A
N
Flu

Fe, P

chl-a, R/A
Flu

Deoxyribodipyrimidine photolyase
Ferredoxin-NADP reductase

T, S

Flu

T, S

Flu

Predicted ferric reductase Ca2+binding
protein, EF-hand superfamily
Flavodoxin

Flu
Flu

Fructose-bisphosphate aldolase class 1

PAR/irradiance

Methionine synthase I (cobalamindependant)
Mg-chelatase subunit ChlD

Flu
T, S

Multicopper oxidase with three
cupredoxin domains
NADPH-dependent glutamate synthase
beta chain
Photosystem II stability/assembly factor

N
T, S
PAR/irradiance

Putative heme iron utilization protein

Flu
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FIGURE LEGENDS
Figure 1: Sampling sites in the RSP during the NBP13-10 cruise in the austral
spring-summer (Dec 24. 2013 – Jan 4. 2014).
Figure 2: Surface chl-a concentration and the status of sea ice cover in the RSP
during the sampling period (Dec 24. 2013 – Jan 04. 2014).
Figure 3: The inverse correlation between Photosynthetically Active Radiation
(PAR) and fluorescence (panel a), and between Photosynthetically Active
Radiation (PAR) and chl-a concentrations (panel b).
Figure 4: Calculated TPM (transcripts per million) of mapped reads to five
reference genomes (panel a), relative abundance of each algal species determined
by FlowCAM data (panel b), relative abundance of each algal species determined
by HPLC pigment analysis (panel c).
Figure 5: Calculated TPM (transcripts per million) of mapped reads to three
diatom species genomes (panel a), and relative abundance of Pseudo-nitzschia sp.,
Thalassisosira sp., and Fragilariopsis sp. determined by 18S diatom community
data (Filliger, unpublished) (panel b).
Figure 6: The distribution of mapped reads on the reference genomes. The most
inner circle presents the reference genomes (contigs with GC content). The black
lines of each circle (each sample) indicate the coverage of each contig of the
reference genomes. The bar graphs indicate the library sizes. (a) Phaeocystis
antarctica, (b) Fragilariopsis cylindrus, (c) Pseudo-nitzschia antarctica, (d)
Thalassiosira oceanica, and (e) Micromonas sp. ASP 10-01.
Figure 7: The differences in the global gene expression patterns of each reference
species across the stations 3, 4, 5 and 6. (a) Phaeocystis antarctica, (b)
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Fragilariopsis cylindrus, (c) Pseudo-nitzschia antarctica, (d) Thalassiosira
oceanica, and (e) Micromonas sp. ASP 10-01.
Figure 8: Heat maps of transcript abundance for key-genes that encode
acclimation response in each reference species across all samples. Transcripts for
genes to together code a single protein complex were merged.
Figure 9: Heat maps of normalized transcript abundance in a log2 scale, for keygenes in each reference species across the sample 3, 4, 5, and 6. Transcripts for
genes to together code single protein complex were merged.
Figure 10: Heat map of normalized transcript abundance in a log2 scale, for keygene expression in Pseudo-nitzschia antarctica across the sample3, 4, 5, and 6.
The genes are arranged in descending order of mean gene expression level of four
samples.
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Figure 1.
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Figure 2.

(3)
(1)

(4)

(2)

(5)
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(6)

Figure 3.
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Figure 4.

51

Figure 5.
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Figure 6. (a) and (b)

(a)

(b)
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Figure 6. (c) and (d)

(c)

(d)
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Figure 6. (e)

(e)
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Figure 7.
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Figure 8.
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P. nitzschia
antarctica

Figure 9.

P. antarctica

T. oceanica

F. cylindrus
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P. nitzschia
antarctica

Figure 10.

3

4

5

6
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APPENDICES FIGURE LEGENDS
Appendix 1: Multidimensional plots of each reference genome species showing
how different the global gene expression patterns are across the sampling sites. We
found that the extremely low library sizes of samples 1 and 2 compared to the rest
caused a significant bias. (a) Phaeocystis antarctica, (b) Fragilariopsis cylindrus,
(c) Pseudo-nitzschia antarctica, (d): Thalassiosira oceanica, and (e) Micromonas
sp. ASP 10-01.
Appendix 2: The vertical profile of relative abundances of diatoms and
haptophytes determined by FlowCAM data at the sampling sites.
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